TRUSTED FOR REAL LIFE

SAFETY, QUALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTIONS FOR THE HOUSEHOLD INDUSTRY

SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY

WWW.SGS.COM
SIGNIFICANT TESTS AT A GLANCE - INSTANT VIDEO ON YOUR SMARTPHONE

**DISHWASHING**
Cleaning performance

![Dishwashing Image](image1.png)

No residues on crockery! We offer the official IKW method for cleaning performance and newly developed consumer relevant soiling.

**DISHWASHING**
IKW plate test
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With this official IKW Method, you are able to determine, how long a defined amount of your dishwasher liquid is able to last.

**SURFACE CARE**
IKW cleaning performance
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This test simulates the cleaning of a fat-dust soil, which is aged over an extended period of time.

**SURFACE CARE**
Lime scale removal
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Low-pH bathroom and toilet cleaning products need to clean and beat lime scale. Marble tiles are immersed into the product and precision weighing before and after testing accurately measures product efficacy.

**SURFACE CARE**
Soap scum removal
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Bathroom cleaning products must be able to clean up effectively. In soap scum removal tests soiled plates are soaked and the soaking time increased until >90% of scum is removed.

**SURFACE CARE**
Streak and drop formation
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No streaks! When clean is not enough – streak and drop formation testing for surface care products verifies performance. Five wipes on a mirror tile and left to dry, before visual evaluation.

**TOILET CARE**
Toilet rim block lifespan
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Simulating real-life toilet flush cycles to identify and verify the life span of toilet rim block cleaning products.

**CONTACT US**

For more information please contact us at consumer.products@sgs.com or visit our website www.sgs.com/householdcare.
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**WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE**
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